Flight Campaign ID: 2017_P2C1
FBO ID & City: Boulder Municipal Airport (KBDU) - Boulder, CO
Domain: 00, 10
Sites Flown: Training, O10A
Days left in Domain: 0
Flight Hours: 2.3
Hours until maintenance: 49.03

Date: 2017-09-22
Report Author: John Adler
Pilots: Kyler Dalton, Stephen Brawder
Flight Crew: Nick Marusich, John Adler
Ground/GPS: Matt DeVoe, Doug Cavender, Heather Rogers
Additional Personnel:

GPS Instruments:
00 - UNAVCO P041; 00 - TMGO

Summary:
The clouds precluded a NIWO flight today; instead the NIS Offset calibration flight was completed for all five configurations.

Issues/Concerns:
One pixel appears yellow on the NIS operator’s screen, on both the GeoPaint and the waterfall. Could be an issue with the detector.

Comments:
No flight Saturday for weather nor Sunday for crew down days.
No screen shots were available for the second flight due to HotelKit availability.

Pictures:

Above: go Buffs!!!.
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